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Message from the Guest Editors

We are pleased to invite you to contribute to the Special
Issue: “Combustion of Low-Carbon or Carbon-Neutral Fuels
in Flame Dynamics and Chemical Kinetics”.

As the world approaches consensus on the importance of
curbing greenhouse gas emissions and reversing
anthropogenic climate change, it is imperative to develop
low-carbon or carbon-neutral fuels as well as novel
combustion methods. Much scientific research is needed to
understand the combustion physics and chemistry of low-
carbon or carbon-neutral fuels and to design novel
combustion and propulsion systems.

The topics in this Special Issue includes but is not limited to
flame dynamics, chemical kinetics, low-carbon or carbon-
neutral fuels, advanced engines, and novel combustion
and propulsion methods.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Giancarlo Cravotto
Department of Drug Science and
Technology, University of Turin,
Via P. Giuria 9, 10125 Turin, Italy

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Processes (ISSN 2227-9717) provides an advanced forum
for process/system-related research in chemistry, biology,
material, energy, environment, food, pharmaceutical,
manufacturing and allied engineering fields. The journal
publishes regular research papers, communications,
letters, short notes and reviews. Our aim is to encourage
researchers to publish their experimental, theoretical and
computational results in as much detail as necessary.
There is no restriction on paper length or number of figures
and tables.
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